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MR. AND MRS. J, R. HAMBLEN
2778 West 5600 South
ROY, UTAH - 84067



TERMS

MINIMUM ORDER $25.00; payment with order, check, draft or money
order. PLEASE add $3.00 to help defray packing and shipping.

AVAILABILITY OF ALL VARIETIES SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

SHIPMENT VIA UNITED PARCEL POST unless otherwise requested.

PLEASE give complete address, any necessary directions that may assist
in finding you, and your telephone number; if you receive a card from
UPS respond promptly.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Made only with your permission.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 1989 - 1988 IN

TRODUCTIONS, ON ORDERS OF $75.00 OR MORE DEDUCT 1/2; on
1989 - 1988 INTRODUCTIONS, DEDUCT 1/3. AFTER JUNE 15,
PLEASE LIST SECOND CHOICE. WE GROW A LIMITED NUMBER OF

MANY VARIETIES. FOR BEST SELECTION ORDER EARLY.

SHIPPING SEASON: July 15 to August 20.

IF WE HAVE A "NORMAL" season, peak bloom is generally during the last
week of May and the first week of June.
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HAMBLEN INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1989

McKAY (Hamblen) 36 in. ML Ruffled, lacy bright pink (RHS 38D) with slightly lighter
toned falls and cerise beards (30B). Large Blossoms are beautifully formed with
cupped standards and broad flaring falls. Strong, show-bench stalks have modified
candelabra branching with 8 or more buds. Great garden value. Vigorous. (Frances
Gaulter sib X (((((((Valimar sib x June's Sister) x Fifth Avenue) x Rippling Waters)
X Crystal Flame) x Cloud Crest) x Snow Blaze) Sdlg. H83-52A 35.00

GENERAL LIST

ADMIRAL'S CHOICE (Roderick '85)
Violet; white rays accent white beards.

12.00

ADVENTURESS (Hamblen '85) Pinkish
stands, violet falls, rust beards, ruffled.

10.00

AFFLUENCE (Hager '86) Peach-pink self.
Beautiful form. 15.00

ALEXIS (R. Nelson '87) Soft pink stands,
falls deeper tone, red beards. 20.00

AMOUROUS EMBRACE (J. Nelson '87)
Lightly laced pink. 20.00

ANGEL'S TOUCH (Tompkins '88) Broad
wintergreen pink with showy tangerine
beards. Beautifully rulffled. 30.00

APOLLODORUS (Tompkins '88) Copper-
tan stands, oxblood brown falls rimmed
saffron-gold. Rippling lace. 30.00

ARRANGER'S CHOICE (B. Brown '87)
Ruffled blue self, darker around beards.

15.00

ARMADA (Keppel '88) Pale blue stands,
white falls with wide violet blue margins.
Outstanding. Beautiful, 30.00

AUTOGRAPH (Luihn '86) Blue-white;
striking deep blue beards. 15.00

BABY BLUE MARINE (Denney '87) IB.
Light marine blue, orchid infusion. 5.00

BALLERINA BLUE (Innerst '86) Medium
blue stands, pale blue falls. Gorgeous.

15.00

BALLET FOLKLORICA (Williamsen '87)
Golden brown, violet blaze below beards.

20.00

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER (Hamblen '88)
Light pink stands; flaring, ivory pink falls
blend to deeper pink edge. Orange-red
beards. Satin finish 30.00



BEAUTIFUL SURPRISE (Black '85) Ecru
stands, blue-violet falls edged ecru. 10.00

BLACK HILLS GOLD (O.Brown '86)
Ruffled yellow with coral blush, tang
beards. 12.00

BLACKOUT (Luihn '86) Lightly rippled,
satin smooth black. Quality. 15.00

BLUE ARISTOCRAT (Schreiner '87) Total
beauty in ruffled medium blue. 25.00

BLYTHE DEAN (Hager '87) Silky light
violet, lighter fall centers.. Sublime. 25.00

BODACIOUS (Kepple '87) Creamy yellow,
suffused and plicated red and rose. 20.00

BOLD GOLD (Gatty '87) Brilliant dandelion
gold, marigold-orange beards. 20.00

BOOGIE MAN (Meek '86) Smooth dark
purple-black, bronze beards. 20.00

BOY FRIEND (Williamsen '86) Amber and
golden tan bitone. 15.00

BRIDAL FASHION (Weiler '86) Heavily
ruffled cool white self. 12.00

BROCADED GOWN (Tompkins '88)
Ruffled ivory falls with lemon-yellow stands,
hafts and wide fall edging. 30.00

BURGEMEISTER (Schreiner '87) Creamy
buff-pink stands, rosy violet falls. 25.00

BURNING CANDLE (Meek '86) Ruffled
rosy tan-orange, tangerine beards. 15.00

BUTTERFLY KISS (Hamblen '83) Blue-
orchid, henna hafts, tangerine beards. 6.00

CALIFORNIA CLASSIC (Dunn '86) -Cop
per- rose stands, raspberry-rose falls. 15.00

CALIPH (Ghio '87) Glowing, deep brown
self. Lacy. 17.50

CARNIVAL MAGIC (Williamsen '87). But
terscotch stands, cream falls, brown plic-
ating. 20.00

CAT NAP (Tompkins '87) BB Vivid garnet
red with ruby beards. 15.00

CHOCOLATE ROYAL (BIyth '85) White
ground, red-brown plicating. Smooth. 15.00

CHRISTA (R. Nelson '85) Ruffled medium
pink, red-orange beards. 12.00

CHUCKLES (Ghio '87) Salmon pink stands,
falls apricot, stitched rose edges. 16.00

CINDERELLA'S COACH (Hager '86) Grace
ful fluted orange, tangerine beards. 15.00

COLOR WATCH (Innerst '87) Cream plic
with burgundy red marking. 20.00

COMING ATTRACTION (Gaulter '87) Blue-
lavender self, center of falls lighter. 20.00

COPPER GLAZE (Hamblen '86) BB.Ruffled
yellow, cinnamon hafts and beards. 7.50

CORDIAL SUNSHINE (Williamsen '86)
Yellow with orange-red beards. 15.00

COSMIC DAWN (Tompkins '87) Lemon
stands, orchid falls, gold beards. 20.00

CREAM FLOUNCE (Rudolph '86) Heavily
ruffled cream with deeper fall rim. 18.00

CRITIC (Innerst '87) Ruffled light blue,
white beards. 20.00

CRUIZIN (M.Dunn '87)Blue-violet; white
spray pattern in falls. 25.00

CRYSTAL GLITTERS (Schreiner '85)
Creamy peach with peach-gold beards.

10.00

CRYSTALYN (Dunn '86) Blue-white with
deeper center flush. 15.00

CALLIOPE TUNE (Tompkins '87) Pure
white falls edged blue, stands washed blue.

25.00

CARRIBEAN GOLD (Meek '85) Ruffled
yellow with halo around gold beards. 15.00

CURRENT IMAGE (Kegerize '85) Yellow
stands, orchid falls edged tan. Ruffles. 10.00

CYCLES (McWhirter '86) Fancy mid-blue
and white plicata. 15.00



DANCE AWAY (Hamblen '88) Fawn-
pink, pearly violet blend with burnt sienna
beards. Horizontally flared falls. 25.00

DANCE FEVER (Tompkins '88) Spectacul
ar. Aureolin yellow stands, garnet red falls
with wide aureolin yellow rim. Gold beards.

30.00

DAREDEVIL (Keppel '88) Columbine blue
on white plicata, tang beards. Exciting.

25.00

DARKSIDE (Schreiner '86) Ruffled purple-
black self. Superb. 15.00

DATE BAIT (Meek '85) Lacy plicata. White
with pink markings. 10.00

DESIGNER GOWN (Ghio '85) Lovely pink
blend with red-pink beards. 12.00

DIVINE (M.Dunn '88) Ruffled. White
stands, violet-blue falls with large white spot
around white beards. Elegant. 30.00

DIVINITY (Ghio '86) Pure white, coral
beards. Ruffles and lace. 15.00

DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schreiner '86)
Lustrous purple-black self. 15.00

EAGLE'S FLIGHT (Schreiner '86) Rosy
stands, white falls plicated rose-purple. 15.00

EASTER SONG (Wood '85) Ruffled and
laced pink. Enchanting. 10.00

ECSTATIC ECHO (Dahling '83) Yellow-
white stands, red falls banded white. 7.50

EDITH WOLFORD (Hager '85) Lemon
yellow stands, blue-vio falls. Faultless! 25.00

elegant answer (Hager '87) Fluted
deep peach-pink; strawberry beards. 25.00

ELEGANT ERA (Tompkins '86) Golden
stands, ivory-amber falls. 10.00

ELLAMAE FEHRER (Corlew '86) Blue-
violet, red beards. Great! 15.00

ENCHANTING (Hamblen '87) Lilac-pink
stands, violet falls; red-purple beards. 20.00

ENDLESS LOVE (Tompkins '87) Creamy
peach, vivid orange-red beards. 20.00

EULOGY (Boushay '87 Ruffled plicata;
white with victoria violet markings. 20.00

EVELYN'S ECHO (Kegerise '85) Silky,
ruffled dark purple. Superb. 12.50

EVENING GOWN (Ghio '87) Rich blackish-
violet self. Four star rating. 20.00

EVER AFTER (Keppel '86) Fuschia rose
with brick-red beards. Gorgeous. 20.00

EXTRAVAGANT (Hamblen '83) Ruffled
amethyst violet, cerise beards. 7.50

FANCY BRASS (Schreiner '87) Honey
brown blend, deeper toned stands and hafts.

25.00

FANFARON (Hager '88) Spectacular!
Bright yellow stands; falls with suffusion of
near solid deep red with % inch yellow rims.

35.00

FIESTA TIME (Schreiner '86) Brilliant vari-
egata. Amber-yellow and mahogany. 15.00

FINE CHINA (Gatty '87) Crystalline white
with su bl i me form. 15.00

FIREFOX (M. Dunn '87) Orange-bearded
deep gold. Sunfast. Stunning. 20.00

FIRST IMPRESSION (Gatty '85) Ruffled
ivory cream, yellow beards. 10.00

FIRST WALTZ (Shoop '86) Exquisite.
Stands pink, falls rose; tang-pink beards.

15.00

FLASHPOINT (Keppel '86) A garden high
light. Orange with red beards and sheen.

18.00

FORBIDDEN DELIGHT (Meek '85) Ruffled
raspberry-orchid and white plic. 12.00

FORTUNATA (Ghio '86) Melon-pmk stands
creamy falls rimmed melon. 15.00

FORTUNE'S FLAME (Tompkins '87) Dark
dandelion yellow, wide red-orange beards.

30.00



FORTUNE TELLER (Corlew '86) Warm
white, falls plicated blue-violet. 12.00

FOXY LADY (J. Nelson '87) Blue-pink
stands, pink falls, tangerine beards. 17.50

FRAGRANT LILAC (Hager '86) Ruffled
lilac, white beards. Nice scent. Georgeous.

15.00

FRANCES GAULTER (Hamblen '83) Pink
stands; shaded violet falls, tang beards.

5.00

GIFT OF DREAMS (Hamblen '87) Ruffled.
Pink stands; falls white infused pink, violet-
tipped sienna beards.

GIGOLO (Keppel '84) Vibrant orange
plicata edged rosy red, paprika beards.

12.50

GINGER SWIRL (Schreiner '85) Ginger-
tan stands and bands on light lilac falls. 10.00

GLAZED GOLD (O, Brown '85) Rich
orange-yellow. Ruffled and fluted. 10.00

GLORIOUS SUNSHINE (Hamblen '86)
Heavily ruffled creamy yellow, orange
beards. 15.00

GOLD COUNTRY (Ghio '87) Pure gold
self with smooth mink finish. Impressive.

20.00

GOLDEN STATE REUNION (McWhirter
'87) Ruffled, deep lemon-yellow self.

20.00

GOOD SHOW (Hager '88) Fabulous! Bright
orange; red-orange beards. Good stalks.

35.00

GOTHIC TALE (Gatty '86) Tan-yellow
stands, orange-brown falls, bronzy t^ards.

15.00

GRADUATION (Hamblen '85) Violet bi-
tone with henna-purple beards. 10.00

GYPSY BUTTERFLY (Tompkins '88) Lilac
stands; white falls with wide plic borders of
dark purple; white beards. 20.00

HAIL TO ROME (R. Nelson '85) Gold
stands, red-purple falls, orange beards.

15.00

HEATHERIDGE (Gatty '85) Rich pink-
apricot, red-orange beards. 10.00

HELEN ALLEN (Donnell '88) Broad
creamy yellow with deeper toned beards.
Strong stalks, well branched. 25.00

HENNA ACCENT (Hamblen '82) Amber-
cream, sienna beards. 5.00

HERITAGE LACE (Schreiner '86) Heavily
laced cream-yellow and white. Superb. 15.00

HIDDEN SURPRISE (Durrance '85) Orchid-
white, deep orchid throat. 10.00

HOT STREAK (Ghio '88) Ruffly bright
gold stands, white falls edged with bright red
plicating. Sensational! 35.00

HUSHABYE TIME (Tompkins '88) Unusual.
Pale yellow-buff with infusion of milky blue
green; light icy-blue beards. 20.00

I LOVE LACE (Durrance '85) Broad, well
branched, red bearded vio-blue . 10.00

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen '82) White
stands flushed pink, pink falls. Lacy. 5.00

INDIAN CERAMICS (Niswonger '86) Red-
brown; violet blaze in falls. 15.00

INGA IVEY (Hamblen '85) Pink with near
white fall centers. Lacy. 10.00

IRIS IRENE (Gatty '85) Creamy peach;
coral hafts. 10.00

JAZZ SWINGER (Hamblen '85) Large tan
and violet bicolor; mahogany hafts. 10.00

JITTERBUG (Keppel '88) Sunflower to
chrome yellow; with all-over fall wash of
red-brown peppering. Yellow-orange beards.
Great! 35.00

JO VALLERY (Hamblen '85) Lacy, deeply
ruffled cool medium pink. 10.00

KAREN (Hamblen '84) Smoky pink stands,
violet blue falls, rust beards. 10.00



KEYSTONE PROGRESS (Kegerize '87)
Ruffled medium blue, yellow-tipped beards.

20.00

KING'S CASTLE (Hamblen '82) Near black
purple; red undertone. 5.00

KISS OF GOLD (Plough '86) Yellow with
brassy-gold pile dotting on falls. 15.00

LAREDO (Keppel '84) Lemon-gold, bronze
infusion on stands and fall rims. 10.00

LATIN HIDEAWAY (Nichols '86) Lavender
stands, wine-red falls edged violet-tan.

15.00

LAVISH LACE (Gatty '86) Lacy pink-
mauve blend, soft coral-tangerine beards.

15.00

LET'S DANCE (R. Nelson '86) Yellow
stands, violet falls, orange beards. 15.00

LITTLE MUCH (Ghio '85) Mid-blue stands,
white falls, blue-white beards. 10.00

LOVELY GLOW (Gatty '87) Pastel apricot
with pink glow, orange beards. 17.50

LOYALIST (Schreiner '86) Vibrant magenta
claret Outstanding quality. 20.00

LULLABYE OF SPRING (Schreiner '87)
Soft yellow, warm lavender bicolor. 25.00

MAGIC KISS (Tompkins '86) White stands,
smooth orchid falls, red beards. 15.00

MALAGUENA (Ghio '85) Orange with
white area around red beards. Colorful 12.00

MAROON VELVET (B. Brown '86) Smooth
dark red with gold beards. 15.00

MIXED DOUBLES (Ghio '86) Yellow stands
with gold edges, russet-red falls. 15.00

MOMENTUM (M. Dunn '86) Ruffled white
plic, stands stitched pale blue, violet fall
edge and haft. Superb branching. 15.00

MONARCH'S ROBE (H. Warner '85) Violet,
lighter fall centers. Deep ruffling. 12.50

MONTEVIDEO (Ghio '87) Large, flaring
true orange. Well branched. Colorful. 20.00

MOON'S DELIGHT (Hager '84) Shimmering
light lemon-yellow. Fine form. 7.50

MUSIC BOX DANCER (Roderick '84) BB
excellent blue-violet, red orange beards. 7.50

NANCY GLAZIER (Hamblen '86) Oyster
white flushed pink, lavender and cream; blue
tipped, greyed orange beards. 15.00

NIGHT LADY (Stahly '86) Ruffled red-
black, deeper toned falls. 15.00

NINJA (B. Dunn '85) Violet-blue self.
Excellent form and habits. 10.00

NOBLE HOUSE (McWhirter '88) Distinc
tive royal purple self. Large flowers with
artistic ruffling and flair. 25.00

OBSESSIOIV (R. Nelson '87) Impressive
rose-orchid with dark red-orange beards.

22.50

OLYMPIC CHALLENGE (Schreiner '85)
Rich golden orange blend, tangerine beards.

10.00

ORANGE STAR (Hamblen '81) Lacy per
simmon orange, burnt orange beards.
Showy. 7.50

MARRIAGE VOWS (Ghio '87) Pink stands
and lacy edging on blue-white falls. 20.00

MARY D (Hamblen '88) Smoky pink stands;
flaring violet-blue falls; violet-tipped, orange-
red beards. Ruffled. 25.00

MATINEE IDOL (Hamblen '84) Nicely
formed rosy violet, red-orange beards. 5.00

ORIENTAL IMAGERY (Black '85) Pink
stands, fuschia-orchid falls; tang beards.

7.50

ORIGINALITY (Ghio '86) Smooth choco
late-rose with red beards. Exciting! 15.00

PARQUET (Williamsen '87) Broad, ruffled
plicata, heavily shaded with muted rose
wood. fO.OO



PINK FROTH (Keppel '85) Lavender-pink
on ivory plicate, burnt peach beards. 10.00

PINK ROSE (Hamblen '86) Deep pink from
Far Corners. 15.00

RON (Hamblen '81) Fluted vio-blue, touch
ed turquoise. Quality. 7.50

ROSABELLE V (Hamblen '82) Flaring pink
and rose-lilac bitone. 7.50

PIRATE'S MOON (J. Nelson '87) Orange-
pink stands, yellow falls, red beards. 25.00

PLAY WITH FIRE (Schreiner '87) Heavily
ruffled ruby red bitone. 25.00

PORCELAIN BALLET (Black '85) Rosy
apricot and pink blend, red beards. 10.00

PREFERRED STOCK (Gaulter '85) Lightly
ruffled golden yellow self. 10.00

PRETTY IN PINK (Williamsen '87) Creamy
apricot pink, plicated rose pink. 20.00

PRINCE CHARMING (Williamsen '88) Hya
cinth-lav stands; cream white falls with plic
edging of dark, hyacinth-lavender. 30.00

PULSAR (Weiler '8^7) Brilliant, sunfastdeep
yellow; orange beards. Superb. 20.00

RAGTIME (Hamblen '83) Yellow stands,
hafts; amber edged vio-blue falls. 7.50

RAIN FLURRY (Keppel '85) Ultra ruffled,
clean blue on white plic. 10.00

RARE TREAT (Schreiner '87) Sparkling
white ground plic with precise 14 inch blue-
purple edge on all petals. Ruffled. 25.00

RED LION (Hager '86) Smooth, ruffled
maroon self with bronze beards. 15.00

ROLE MODEL (Denny/McWhirter '88)
Rosy melon-tan bitone, tangerine beards.
Excellent form, stalks and habits. 25.00

ROSECRAFT (Hamblen '86) Beautifully
formed raspberry-violet. Henna beards.

15.00

ROSY CLOUD (Keppel '85) Stands peach;
falls white, plicated rosy-orchid. 10.00

RUFFLES GALORE (Hamblen '86) Beauti
fully ruffled blue violet self. 15.00

SAFFRON FLAME (Hamblen '84) Saffron
yellow, red-orange beards. Excellent. 7.50

SAHALEE (Boushay '88) Flawless cobalt
violet touched brown at hafts. Heavily
laced. Spicy frangrance. 25.00

SAM'S SONG (Tompkins '87) Lemon gold
to canary yellow, lighter fall centers. 20.00

SATIN SATAN (Weiler '86) Lustrous black
violet self. 15.00

SEMI AH MOO (Boushay '88) Ruffled
mineral violet; yellow beards tipped violet.
Exceptional form and habits. Spicy frag;
ranee. 25.00

SHEER BLISS (Tompkins '87) Large chic
ory corn-flower blue self with elegant form.
Un-rivaled color. 30.00

SIENNA WALTZ (Hamblen '86) Lacy
white, orchid undertone; violet tipped sienpja
beards. 15.00

SILKWOOD (Hamblen '85) Blue-white bi
tone, bluish hafts, henna beards. 10.00

ROMANTICIST (Keppel '88) Peach to warm
buff plic; stands shaded rosy mauve, fall
hafts and 72 inch rims marked rose mauve,
apricot beards. Unique beauty. 30.00

ROMANTIC MOOD (Ghio '88) All around
excellence! Pink stands, white falls neatly
banded pink, tangerine beards. Bubble ruffl
ing. 30.00

SILVERADO (Schreiner '87) An exciting
achievement. Lavishly ruffled cool blue-
white with superior form and quality. 30.00

SIMPLY PRETTY (Gatty '86) Ruffled and
laced light lemon yellow. 15.00

SKYSHIP (Dunn '87) Smoky plum-violet
blend, bronze-tipped beards. 20.00



SONG OF SPRING (Hamblen '83) Choice
blue-vjolet neglecta^ tangerine beatds. 7.50

SONG SUNG blue (Boushay '85) Blue
violet stands, violet-purple falls. 10.00

SOO LING (Kegerise '87) Frangrant light
pink, tang-tipped white beards. 20.00

SOPHISTICATION (Hamblen '84) Light
pink, white fall centers, light blue beards.

7.50

SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler '87) Blended
cream and yellow stands, spicy burnt orange
falls, maraschino beards. Quality. Unusual.

25.00

STAR MASTER (Dunn '87) Broad royal-
purple violet, gold tipped beards. 20.00

STATUETTE (Ghio '86) BB. Apricot self,
blushed pink; tang beards. 5.00

STUNNING (Jeanette Nelson '77) Light
lilac stands and edging on red falls. A breed
er I 5.00

SULTRY MISS (Kegerise '86) Warm pink
stands, rosy-violet falls. Lovely. 15.00

SUMMER MAGIC (McWhirter '88) Light
wisteria blue stands, lacy magenta purple
falls, lavender-tipped gold beards. Fragrant.
Lilting. 22.50

SUN DAPPLED (Niswonger '84) Yellow and
white amoena. Striking contrast. 7.50

SUNDAY SUNSHINE (Ernst '87) Ruffled
yellow brushed white at tip of yellow
^beards. 20.00

SUNNY AND WARM (Catty '87) Long
blooming, ruffled yellow bitone. Marvelous.

20.00

SUNSHINE SONG (Niswonger '87) Clear
yellow amoena. Large, bright. 20.00

SWAN DANCE (Weiler '85) Broad, ruffled
blue-white. Quality plus. 10.00

SWEET MUSETTE (Schreiner '86) Lavend
er-pink stands, rose pink falls, tangerine
beards. Lacy. 15.00

THAT SCENTSATION (Weiler '85) Fra
grant! Smooth medium blue. Excellent
form. 10.00

TIME LORD (Tompkins '87) Large:tailored
red, mustard beards. Great color. 25.00

TOUCH OF BRONZE (BIyth '83) Blue-
white, beards have bronze throat. 5.00

TREASURE LANE (Hamblen '85) Fluted
medium yellow, deeper toned beards. 10.00

TURBO MAUVE (Boushay '88) BB. Ruffly,
yellow bearded light orchid. Super form.

12.50

UNDERSTUDY (Tompkins '86) Fancy plic.
Creamy or'chid washed Heliotrope violet.

15.00

VAN GOGH (Williamsen '85) Ruffled saf
fron yellow, mustard beards. 10.00

VARGA GIRL (Monroe '86) Blue-pink
stands, creamy pink falls. 15.00

VENETIAN WATERS (Black '86) Medium
blue-violet, frosted beards. 15.00

VENUS AND MARS (R. Nelson '87) Violet-
blue self, lighter fall area. Gorgeous! 25.00

VICTORIOUS VOYAGER (Gaulter '87)
Yellow-gold stands and edge on lavender-
pink falls; golden-orange beards. Ruffled.

25.00

VIRTUOUS (Boushay '87) IB. Waxy white;
blue spots accent white beards. 7.50

WEDDING BAND (Ghio '86) Rosewood
stands and wide bands on lavender falls.

15.00

WHIRL AROUND (Hamblen '87) Light
orange stands, cream-white falls brushed and
dotted raspberry-violet. 20.00

WHITE LINEN (Meek '86) Ruffled oyster
white with greenish undertone. 15.00

WINDBORNE (Hamblen '87) Medium pink,
falls washed and striped red-purple. 20.00



WINEMASTER (Keppel '86) Slightly bi- WINNING NOTE (Ghio '85) Ruffled peach-
toned wine red, bronze beards. Elegant. pink-coral self. 10.00

17.50

YESTERDAY'S DREAM (Meek '85) Red-
WINIFRED ROSS (Hamblen '88) Peach violet, deeper toned falls with white plic
stands, rose-purple falls, red-orange beards. patch. 10.00
Lovely form. Fragrant. High quality.

25.00

IRIS PLANTING AND CULTURAL DIRECTIONS

WHERE TO PLANT. The ideal location for Iris is a sunny, well drained position. Sunshine
at a minimum half days; Iris will not do well in deep shade. No water should stand in Iris

beds. Raise beds slightly above the level of garden paths if necessary.

DEPTH TO PLANT. Place rhizomes just below the surface of the ground with the roots
well spread out underneath so that the rhizome is within reach of the warmth of the sun's

rays while the roots beneath are In moist (not soggy) soil. Be sure to firm the soil tightly
around each rhizome when planting. Follow ordinary good garden practice of watering
and settling soil on newly set plants.

DISTANCE APART. This will depend on your particular plans. Generally iris are planted
from 14" to 2' apart. If you desire immediate clump effect plant 8" apart in groups of
3 or more of one variety.

FERTILIZATION. Iris will thrive without feeding but will respond to its application. In
the preparation of a new Iris bed, spade in a good application of compost below the
roots. An application of a well balanced fertilizer applied as a top dressing dusted around
the plants in early spring or very late fall is desirable. (Avoid fertilizers high in nitrogen.)

CULTIVATING. Do it shallowly. Iris feeding roots are very near the surface. Keep your
Iris free of weeds and do not allow neighboring plants to encroach upon them. Remem
ber, they should have sunlight right down to the rhizome. Remove the outer leaves as

they begin to brown. At all times keep litter, old Iris leaves, grasses, etc., away from the
rhizomes. Clean cultivation is the finest precaution for Iris troubles.
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DREAMWEAVER

ENTERTAINMENT

ESMARALDA

FARAWAY PLACES

FEMME FATALE

FERVID

FRINGE BENEFITS

FROSTED SAPPHIRE

FUJI SKIES

HEATHEN

HOLLYWOOD BLOND

ICED OPALS

IMPRESSIONIST

INAUGARAL BALL

INDOCTRINATION

IN TOWN

JANIE MEEK

JEWELED IVORY

JEWEL OF SPRING

JOLT

KUNIKO

LARRY GAULTER

LAVENDER SUNSET

LIBERTY TORCH

LIGHTNING BUG

LOIS RAINER

MAKING MUSIC

MAJESTIC MOONLIGHT

MARGARITA TIME

MEMOIRS

MING PORCELAIN

MOTHER EARTH

NEBULA

POINT IN TIME

POINT MADE

POINT OF VIEW

QUIET MOMENT

RANCHO GRANDE

RASPBERRY FUDGE

RECHERCHE

RENOIR

RETURN TO ELEGANCE

REVIVAL MEETING

ROMANTIC MOOD

ROSARITA

ROYAL ELEGANCE

RUSTLER

SARAH LAUREN

SHOREBIRD

SMART ALECK

SPECIAL DELIVERY

STERLING BLAZE

STERLING MISTRESS

STRATAGEM

TERRA BELLA

THEDA CLARK

THINK BIG

TRANQUIL MOMENT

TRULY BLESSED

GLITZ AND GLITTER

GLORY STORY

GOLDEN VELVET

GOOD GUY

GUALAJARA

OCEAN PACIFIC

OLD TIME RELIGION

ORANGE SLICES

PAGODA GODDESS

VERIVOGUE

WAY OUT WEST

WITCH'S WAND

WHISPERING

WORLD CLASS
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